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August 31, 2007

Patrick Madden,
Deputy Director, Infrastructure Contract Plg & Mgmt
Regulatory Improvement Programs, USNRC
11555 Rockville Pike, MS O-12E13
Rockville, MD 20852

Database Control Process to Speed New Plant Design Reviews

Ref: NUREG- 1100, Vol. 23: Challenge 2: Developmenl and implementation ol' a risk-inbrnecd and permbrnance-based
regulatory approach. (NRC Management Challenge Number 2)

Purpose: To assure the six (6) new principal design centers have the best available design basis
development control tracking and tools to support new plant design reviews, construction and operations.
To reduce new plant development coordination risks from compliance tracking during design-construction.

Dear Mr. Madden:

High-quality, effective new plant safety design reviews benefit all participants. Relationally linking
ITAACs, SSC categorization, procurement specifications, Technical Specifications, start-up procedures,
operating procedures, and scheduled maintenance requirements - as well as design changes - would
improve design construction accuracy, quality and speed. It would:

I. Streamline the detailed design development and construction regulatory framework using Part 52
rule's AP-1000 Design Control Document (DCD).

2. Map high-level and site-specific design criteria data structures comprehensively, complementary
to conceptual plant design, following process development objectives.

3. Build a critical attribute shell hot linking source document content
4. Pilot conceptual development with the detailed finished plant design
5. Replicate regulatory framework in a relational database that fully-complements DCD document-

based controls.
6. Step-improve licensing framework design controls for speed, quality and content

Developing and integrating reviews through a design-construct relational database will assure tracking and
increase design review effectiveness. Approved, complete plant support materials become available to
plants for startup. Providing plant owner-operators an integral design basis framework upon startup
supports all future plant operations. The process framework will provide the capability to manage future
licensee applications, and standardize designs. For new construction, this approach substantially reduces
project delay risks from unforeseen reasons.

The attached Major Step Details content describes a risk-informed, performance-based new plant design
construction process with integral DCD critical content relational framework.

Sieely,

President, CORE, Inc.

303-425-7408 office
303-507-5272 cell

Att: Major Step Details
a./i/David Matthews, Director, Regulatory Improvement Programs

William Borchardt, Director, Office of New Reactors
Thomas Bergman, Deputy Director, Division of New Reactor Licensing, NRO
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Major Step Details

Streamline the detailed design regulatory development and construction framework using CFR52
rule's Design Control Document (DCD). The Combined Operating License (COL) regulatory
framework evolved from past nuclear plant construction experience. Using Appendix D to Part 52 -
Design Certification Rule for the AP-1000 Design with AP-1000 DCD' the application must address:

" DCD omit some non safety-related, non risk significant systems (ex: AP-1000 2.3.16, Turbine
Building Closed Cooling Water System, 2.3.20, Turbine Island Vents, Drains, and Relief System,
2.3.28, Main Generator System, etc.).

" Some safety-related systems aren't completely described by the DCD (ex: AP-1000 Fuel Handling
and Refueling System, Section 2.1.1).

* Change notices will occur after construction begins, even for "finalized" designs.
* ITAACS: ITAACS2 covering the final as-built design completion assures the public health and

safety. Some evolution of ITAACs should be anticipated, particularly on the first project.
* Site specific criteria: Site specific criteria like the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) require site-by-site

integration.
* Expeditious change update: Changes to basic inputs (like PRA 3), require expeditious plan re-

review, potential revision and update.

Completed work must assure DCD safety goals are met, including the site specific design. Many
different organizations will concurrently process and update plant design information during
construction. The applicant must quickly control, report and update the master design attributes status
clearly, presenting design state based upon design basis sources to assure completeness.

2. Map high-level and site-specific design criteria data structure comprehensively, complementing the
conceptual plant design. The integrated data structure must transition to component-based SSC
template models.

" Support NRC's COL design-construct process, facilitate point checking, allow update and review
status.

* Identify high-level critical design attributes, systems safety function requirements; function block
diagrams, trains (redundancies), MEL, P&ID, vender technical materials, and construction/testing
requirements structurally to develop and maintain the design basis.

* Map AP-1000 DCD document structure to application data structures.
* Track reviews, status and other outstanding items.4

* Provide functionally-equivalent AP-1000 DCD application reports fonnatted similar to
M L050750282, the current AP- 1000 DCD.

3. Build and hot link critical attribute shell source document content for the AP-1000 design.

* Incorporate key design attributes, relationally linking fundamental attributes in a regulatory
framework, identifying their primary safety functions by systems, process flow and functional

ML050750282, APP-GW-GL-700, Revision 14, "AP1000 Design Control Document," Cover through Section 19,
2004-09-07/ 2005-02-09.
2 Inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria
3 Probabilistic Risk Assessment
4 Action Items, Open Items, to be Delivered...
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block diagrams, master equipment list, internal event PRA (for part failures) 5, safety functions,
safety design basis and reference documents based upon their intrinsic functional relationships.

* Provide comprehensive equipment models (templates) for those SSC used in the design, based on
industry operating experience, vender technical materials, functions provided, partition structure,
failure modes effects, and basis information references.

* Associate comprehensive equipment models (templates), which model each SSC as a stand-alone
hardware, integrally associated with a MEL SSC component. All critical attributes, basic
information, supplier functions, parts, most probable failure modes must associate the MEL SSC
with Inspection Test and Acceptance Criteria (ITAACs) efficiently. Plant symmetry, repetition
and redundancy reflecting construction of the as-built plant should allow customization, while the
application models the plant design. The database should flexibly classify risk, qualitatively and
quantitatively.

* Reduce SSC vender technical material (VTM) to standard component templates.
* Using the DCD, System MEL,6 and P&IDs,7 group SSC by fundamental safety systems,

component types, safety functions allow arbitrary user-defined groups for other grouping
requirements.

* Open design information from multiple design levels such as systems, ad hoc SSC groupings, and
MEL component types. Generate tables for supported SSC applications like enterprise asset
management system (EAMS), aka computerized maintenance management systems CMMS).8

4. Pilot conceptual development

" Validate software conceptual effectiveness using a complete existing plant model (nominally the
AP-1000), standard Microsoft AccessTM, MS SQL ServerTM, Visual StudioTM and Visual BasicTM
tools as a pilot. The pilot should deliver complete software database concept proof meeting these
goals, integrating complementary work, scaled for file server use. An optimum approach may
consider various server formats like SQL Server, Oracle, MYSQL and/or Sybex, compatibility and
standardization. However, the pilot may be delivered using the simplest format that supports fast-
track development methods to meet proof-of-concept objectives. The pilot should demonstrate
approach feasibility for a small, focused group application to establish compliance with the
regulatory basis as well as demonstrate feasibility.

* Link data environments via workstations and update controls that allow anyone with legitimate
work need, and authorized access, to examine and use design basis information with access to the
application.

* Track all authorized change performer's design and design basis changes. Starting with the initial
design, identify responsible developer and subsequent changers. Provide project completion state,
change versioning, and final completed project integral design with relational design basis as a
relationally-linked database of critical fundamental design attributes. 9

* Be user-friendly, providing multiple ways to display information using relational trees, lookup
tables, external reference tables and other user-friendliness tools including color/mnemonic
coding. It should identify single failure event threat vulnerabilities revealing functional failure
probability. It must have a comprehensive User's Guide, with internal help for the long term
application.

5 External events in the PRA are assumed covered by the design. So that only internal events need risk
assessment internally.
6 Master Equipment List
7 Process and Instrumentation Drawings
8 In the late 1970's these computer application softwares were first called "maintenance information
systems" (MIS) or "plant maintenance information systems" (PMIS).
9 Like SSC ITAACs: each safety-related SSC provides critical design attributes - sfitvyfitnctions. Its
ITAACs assure completion and performance adherence to those safety critical design attributes.
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(Longer-term: Migrate the pilot conceptual development software design format to support larger
user numbers (nominally 100) with a web-based links viewing and development capability. Allow
authorized users to perform regulatory reviews, develop reports, and view information from a
secure software environment.)

5. Replicate a regulatory framework functionally with DCD-based controls in a relational database.

* Support NRC transition to new COL plant license process at any time.
* Develop a general framework for plant construction applications. Make this available (optionally)

for other facilities such as operating light water reactors. Provide design framework general
options for use in similar applications like fuel fabrication or operating light water reactor plants.
Provide any large, NRC-regulated nuclear process facility design control capability as the final
project deliverable. Support shifting project development (as DCD, COL site specific) into
relational database formats capable of measuring productivity and quality.

* Comply with consensus standards, standing rules and regulations and perform the combined
implementation of the risk-informed performance based process and design. Non compliance with
standards should be explicitly stated.

6. Step-improve the licensing framework. Provide an evolutionary stop improvement in design control
methodology compared to past design controls.

* Develop license end product derivatives from the design basis by providing summarized output
like ITAACs, Scheduled Maintenance requirements, Technical Specifications that trace to their
original approved design basis sources, allow performance based on value decision automating as
much as possible rule compliance like 50.65 ,maintenance rule reporting for availability and
maintenance preventable functional failure (MPFF). Provide a flexible design structure for
reporting.

* Develop a model that substantially improves NRC design review /approval licensing by
automating and integrating each individual plant design via a database. Outcomes sought include
higher quality, faster design reviews, and better problem identification and resolution, all
concurrently feeding back into a common relational design database that integrates all aspects of
the design process.

" Support a thirty-year plant life with a relational software application. Complement the existing
framework, providing plants with a complete toolbox supporting operations after startup.

* Reduce SSC vender technical material (VTM) to standard component templates.
I Increase safety accurately integrating design data, aligning that with the derivative end procedures,
tests and scheduled maintenance required to successfully operate a plant on a day to day basis.

* Provide multiple, user-friendly, ways to get to information using relational trees, lookup tables,
color mnemonic codes, external reference tables and other user friendly tools.

* Lower Energy Bill federal payout risk delay loan guarantees' 0 on new construction.
* Allow verifying license end product derivative compliance to the design basis, by summarizing

critical attributes like ITAACs, Scheduled Maintenance requirements, Technical Specifications as
outputs that trace to their approved design basis sources. Automate tracking and performance-
based rule compliance reporting'' by providing a flexible design structure for reports.

* Compare fundamental design differences between similar plant versions (Two sites, AP-1000
DES Oconee Site to AP-1000 SCEG Summer site, for example).

(H.R.6, "The Energy Policy Act of 2005") Authorizes $2 billion in "risk insurance" to pay the industry

for any delays in construction and operation licensing for 6 new reactors, including delays due to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or litigation.
'' Maintenance Rule 50.65 reporting for availability and maintenance preventable functional failure
(MPFF)
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Accurately, traceably improve derivative end procedure integration, aligning design data, tests and
scheduled maintenance required to successfully operate the plant on a day-to-day basis with
source documents and data, increasing safety and effectiveness.
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Major Steps
(Repetitive by System, Bulleted e)

(AP-1000)
Establish Regulatory Framework
(Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Basis Input)
AP-1000 DCD Design Control Document
AP-1000 Framework: Reference Regulatory Documents & OE Generic Communications

(High-level)
* SFBD System Function Block Diagram
* Process & Instrument Drawings (P&ID)
* Master Equipment List (MEL)
* Inspections Tests and Acceptance Criteria (ITAACs)
(Detail level)
* Systems Structures & Components (SSC)
* Final Design

* Construction
' "As Built" Final Design

* "As Built" Walkdowns Physical Plant Validation & Verification
* Check ITAACs
* Test
* Accept/Resolve

Approve Regulatory Framework Development
Regulatory Framework Complete

(See also 11 x 17 storyboard, Relational Database Speeds Up New Plant Design)
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Small Businesses
(from NRC's website)

CORE qualifies as a "small business under the rules of this program, 8(a) Acquisitions (excerpted below):
"The NRC sets aside certain procurements, valued at $3 million or less, which are offered non-
competitively to firms under the 8(a) program. Procurements exceeding $3 million offered to firms under
the 8(a) program require competition among 8(a) firms."

Ref: http://www.nrc. gov/about-nrc/contracting/procure.html

Procurement Preference Programs

NRC establishes annual goals for awarding contracts to small, 8(a), disadvantaged, women-
owned, Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone), and service-disabled veteran-
owned small businesses. To help achieve these goals, NRC uses several preference programs
authorized under the Federal Acquisition Regulations E-X-IT*.

On this page:

Small Business Acquisitions

8(a) Acquisitions

Women-Owned Businesses

Small Disadvantaged Businesses

Historically Underutilized Business Zone

Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business

Subcontracting

8(a) Acquisitions

Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act empowers the SBA to enter into prime contracts with
other Federal agencies for goods and services. SBA then subcontracts the work to small
businesses that have been certified to participate in the 8(a) program. Under a Memorandum
of Understanding between the NRC and the SBA, NRC has been delegated the authority to
execute 8(a) contracts on its own behalf. The NRC sets aside certain procurements,
valued at $3 million or less, which are offered non-competitively to firms under the
8(a) program. Procurements exceeding $3 million offered to firms under the 8(a)
program require competition among 8(a) firms. The NRC Office of Small Business and
Civil Rights refers qualified companies from the SBA's PRO-Net (Procurement Marketing and
Access Network) and other sources to the Division of Contracts and Property Management for
specific procurements. A business interested in becoming an 8(a) contractor can contact SBA
at http://www.sba.qov/8abd I-E-IT
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